Self-injection in a laser-plasma wakefield accelerator is usually achieved by increasing the laser intensity until the threshold for injection is exceeded. Alternatively, the velocity of the bubble accelerating structure can be controlled using plasma density ramps, reducing the electron velocity required for injection. We present a model describing self-injection in the short-bunch regime for arbitrary changes in the plasma density. We derive the threshold condition for injection due to a plasma density gradient, which is confirmed using particle-in-cell simulations that demonstrate injection of subfemtosecond bunches. It is shown that the bunch charge, bunch length, and separation of bunches in a bunch train can be controlled by tailoring the plasma density profile. Considerable research effort is currently focused on the development of laser-plasma wakefield accelerators (LWFA) as sources of high-quality, ultrashort electron bunches [1] [2] [3] [4] [5] and as potential drivers of free-electron lasers (FELs) [6, 7] and tabletop plasma-based light sources [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] . Such accelerators promise a new generation of compact, affordable devices with wide-ranging applications in academia, industry, and healthcare. Of particular interest is the production of ultrashort bunches to drive attosecond x-ray sources for ultrafast studies of physical and biological processes.
Plasma waves driven by an intense laser pulse are capable of supporting accelerating fields many orders of magnitude in excess of those possible in conventional accelerators. The strongest accelerating fields are obtained in the "bubble" regime, characterized by a region of complete electron evacuation behind the driving laser, surrounded by a dense electron sheath, producing strong electric fields (in the hundreds of GV=m) [14] . This structure propagates through the plasma with approximately the laser group velocity, and electrons must enter into and copropagate with it to be accelerated. This is most conveniently achieved by "self-injection," where sheath electrons acquire velocities exceeding that of the bubble structure, allowing them to enter the accelerating field region. This avoids the additional complexity of externally injecting electrons.
Self-injection is usually produced by increasing the laser intensity above a certain threshold; however, this does not provide a means for controlling the bunch properties. While a complete theory of self-injection in the LWFA is currently lacking, several models describing important aspects of the process have been proposed. Initial analyses considered a nonevolving plasma wave [15] [16] [17] , but predict higher intensity and density requirements for injection to take place than those observed experimentally [18] . More recently, models including an evolving bubble size [19, 20] or potential [21] have been developed, which provide more realistic estimates. Furthermore, techniques to control injection have also been proposed, using transverse magnetic fields [22] or further ionization of the plasma [23] . Another approach, which has been demonstrated experimentally [24, 25] and numerically [26] , is to exploit the expansion of the bubble on a density down-ramp when using a laser and plasma combination that would otherwise preclude injection. A theoretical treatment of this process considers Langmuir wave breaking [27] for a constant bubble velocity, but this leads to overestimation of the required density gradient. The manipulation of injection and bunch properties remains an outstanding challenge, particularly for the production of ultrashort bunches [21, 28] .
In this Letter, we present a model describing selfinjection of ultrashort bunches towards attosecond duration. We show how arbitrary plasma density gradients give rise to changes in the phase velocity of the bubble that can lead to injection. We find a threshold condition that enables determination and control of the injected bunch, and show that subfemtosecond bunches are achievable using relatively modest laser parameters. Results from particle-in-cell (PIC) simulations demonstrate the injection of such bunches in excellent agreement with our model.
Our model describes injection of plasma electrons that propagate along the sheath before entering the rear of the bubble. Such electrons run ahead of the wave phase and so satisfy the definition of wave breaking. An electron is considered to be injected when it has entered the accelerating field; therefore, the zero-crossing point of the axial electric field E z ðzÞ¼0 is used to mark the rear of the bubble. It is the velocity of this point, which we refer to as the "bubble phase velocity" and denote β b , that has a key role in determining injection.
Before presenting the analytical model, we demonstrate how density modulations alter the evolution of the bubble phase velocity in 2D PIC simulations using EPOCH [29] . The plasma density is n e ðzÞ¼n c η 2 ðzÞ, with the profile
where θðzÞ is the Heaviside function, η 2 0 is the plateau density fraction of the critical density n c ¼ ω 2 ϵ 0 m e =e 2 for laser frequency ω, r is the length of the linear up-ramp, and z i is the position of a density peak of half-width w and relative amplitude α. The density profile does not vary perpendicular to the laser axis. This form of density profile, illustrated in Fig. 1 , is achievable using supersonic de Laval gas nozzles [30] or by introducing shocks into the source gas flow [31] . A matched, linearly polarized laser beam with initial peak normalized amplitude a 0 ¼ 4 is used to drive the wakefield to minimize laser evolution due to selffocusing [32] . Simulations are performed using a cell size of 40 nm × 200 nm with 16 particles per cell. The bubble phase velocity extracted from a PIC simulation for α ¼ 0.1 is shown in Fig. 1 , along with the prediction from the model (4) below for the same parameters. In this case injection does not occur.
In order to describe electron self-injection in the bubble regime, the trajectories of individual plasma electrons must be carefully considered. The ponderomotive force of the laser pulse displaces initially stationary plasma electrons, which then oscillate transversely at the betatron frequency
where ω p ¼ ηω is the plasma frequency and λ is the laser wavelength. The ratio of the frequencies depends on Γ e ¼ γ e in 2D, or Γ e ¼ 2γ e in 3D, where γ e is the electron Lorentz factor. In the ponderomotive approximation,
, where a ¼ eE=mcω is the peak normalized field amplitude. An electron initially located close to the laser axis returns to it after half an oscillation period, τ ¼ π=ω β . This determines the length of the bubble, since electrons driven from the axis by the laser at time t l form the back of the bubble at time t b ¼ t l þ τðzÞ. Differentiating with respect to z gives
with the laser group and bubble phase velocities defined as cβ gr ¼ðdt l =dzÞ
and cβ b ¼ðdt b =dzÞ −1 , respectively. The difference between the bubble phase velocity and the group velocity is determined by the rate of change of the flight time τ for electrons crossing the laser axis at the back of the bubble (i.e., the rate of change of the bubble length as it propagates). Such relationships between a driver and trailing structure are sometimes termed the "accordion effect" [33, 34] .
In practice, not all of the electrons start directly on the laser axis. However, a trajectory beginning off axis may be considered as part of an equivalent trajectory which began on axis at an earlier time. In addition, the electrons do not oscillate purely transversely, but rather gain some forward longitudinal momentum. Both of these effects may be approximated by considering electrons crossing the axis at position z to have originated from a range of apparent positionsz ≤ z.
The difference between the bubble phase velocity and the group velocity in (2) depends on the trajectories of all those electrons crossing the axis at z. It is therefore necessary to average (denoted hÁ Á Ái) over all possible initial electron positions z − λ p <z ≤ z, where λ p ¼ λ=η is the plasma wavelength, for electrons that can form the back of the bubble,
from which the phase velocity is expressed as
where prime denotes differentiation with respect to z.
In the case of a constant density plasma and nonevolving driver (η 0 ¼ Γ 0 e ¼ 0), the expression reduces to β b ¼ β gr ,as expected. For a positive density gradient η 0 > 0 the bubble length decreases, increasing β b despite the reduction in the group velocity β gr . Indeed, β b can exceed unity for a sufficiently large positive density gradient, completely suppressing electron self-injection as electrons can never enter the bubble [25] . Conversely, with a negative gradient the bubble lengthens, reducing β b . In this Letter the laser spot size is matched to the plasma density. Otherwise, rapid evolution of the laser pulse can cause the Γ 0 e term to FIG. 1. Bubble phase velocity β b from PIC data (green) and calculated using (4) (black dashed), for the density profile (1) (red). Chosen parameters were a 0 ¼4, λ¼800nm, and η 2 0 ¼0.001. After a linear ramp of r ¼ 300 μm, a density peak with amplitude α ¼ 0.1 and width w ¼ 50 μm is located at z i ¼ 500 μm.
044801-2 dominate, making prediction and control of injection far more complex. Injection occurs when the bubble phase velocity drops below the peak electron velocity, allowing the fastest electrons to penetrate into the bubble. This peak electron velocity is the threshold bubble phase velocity β thr . Applying the wave-breaking condition β b < β thr to (4) and rearranging yields
For cases where the evolution of the driver can be neglected
p and Γ e ¼ Γ 0 for a matched laser) this reduces to
The quantity λ p η 0 =η approximates the relative change in η over one plasma wavelength.
The injected bunch length is determined from the interval during which the wake phase velocity β b remains below the injection threshold velocity β thr . Assuming the profile is such that β b < β thr throughout an interval z 0 < z<z 1 and β b > β thr outside this interval, the positions z 0 and z 1 define the start and end points for the injection episode. The injection period is found to be
whereβ b is the harmonic mean of β b over the injection length. The corresponding bunch length can be predicted by considering the distance, relative to the back of the bubble, traveled by an electron injected at the beginning of the injection period during the interval Δt inj . Assuming that the injected electrons are accelerated sufficiently rapidly that their normalized velocity β z may be taken to be unity, we may approximate the bunch length l as
the Lorentz factor associated with the average velocity and ΔL ¼ z 1 − z 0 . It should be noted that the bunch length may evolve due to variations in the acceleration gradient, energy spread, and bunch charge. The same analysis can be extended to the case of two separate bunches injected as a result of two spatially separated density peaks in the plasma. In this case, taking the points z 0 , z 1 to be at the two minima of β b associated with adjacent density peaks yields the spacing between individual bunches.
To determine β thr we consider the behavior of sheath electrons. Since there is (currently) no complete analytical description of the electron motion in the laser and bubble fields, we determine the threshold value from a simulation of a flat plasma (α ¼ 0) that is otherwise identical to Fig. 1 . We analyze the behaviour of electrons that receive a large ponderomotive kick (γ e ≳ 2), because it is these higherenergy electrons that form the bubble sheath. Figure 2(a) shows the sheath electron trajectories in the frame comoving with the laser pulse (ζ ¼ z − cβ gr t). The region where sheath electrons cross the laser axis (bracketed by vertical lines) at the bubble rear can be clearly identified, and Fig. 2(b) indicates that the longitudinal velocity β z also peaks in this region. 3 . Variation of the average plasma density gradient for the density profile (1) with α ∈ ½0.05; 0.3. The region for which selfinjection can occur, as described by (6) , is shaded grey. Γ e ¼ 6 corresponding to a 0 ¼ 4.
PRL 119, 044801 (2017) PHYSICAL REVIEW LETTERS week ending 28 JULY 2017 044801-3 continuous flow of sheath electrons at the back of the bubble with a peak velocity β max ≃ 0.96. Assuming that this is not significantly altered by small density modulations, β thr ¼ β max is the threshold below which β b must drop for electrons to be injected. Figure 2(d) shows the longitudinal electron velocities and the bubble phase velocity in the presence of a plasma density peak sufficient for injection. In addition to the injected electrons, some electrons with velocities exceeding the phase velocity are not injected as their transverse momenta are too large. Although the density perturbation affects electron velocities, we find that the injection criterion assuming unchanged β max gives excellent agreement with simulation results. Therefore, only a single 2D PIC simulation is needed to provide predictions for arbitrary plasma modulations with a given base density. Inserting β thr ¼ β max into (6) yields a threshold density gradient for injection that we compare in Fig. 3 to the variation of hλ p η 0 =ηi for the profile (1) with α ∈ ½0.05; 0.3. For these parameters, we expect injection to occur when the decrease in η per plasma wavelength exceeds approximately 4%, which is satisfied by α ≳ 0.10. The small density gradient required for this stimulated self-injection has implications for situations where injection is not desired; irregularities in the density profile presented by a gas jet or capillary target can cause unwanted or premature self-injection.
We performed a series of simulations using (1) with a single density peak of half-width w ¼ 50 μm and varying peak amplitude α ¼ 0.05-0.4. Injected bunch lengths and charge densities from a parameter scan with 2D and 3D PIC are shown in Fig. 4 . As predicted, no injection occurs for density peaks with α < 0.10 (0.15 for 2D), and above this threshold the bunch length increases in good agreement with the model. Close to threshold we find that it is possible to inject subfemtosecond bunches. Duration may be further reduced by increasing the laser intensity such that the electron maximum velocity β thr is larger, leading to an increased value ofβ b over the injection period and a greater Lorentz contraction. We note that, for the density profile used, the distance ΔL initially increases rapidly with α. However, above α ∼ 0.3 this dependence becomes weak, such that the bunch length l is mainly determined by the time the bubble takes to travel this distance, captured by the factor 1=ð2γ Fig. 5(a) , which is just above threshold, results in a compact bunch with high average charge density. In contrast the density amplitude α ¼ 0.25 in Fig. 5(b) leads to the injection of a larger total charge (and peak charge density) but a highly asymmetric bunch shape. This is a signature of beam loading, which for large bunch charge (in the hundreds of pC) can distort the bubble shape, reducinḡ β b , and causing a lengthening of injected bunches.
In conclusion, we have developed a model for timedependent self-injection in the LWFA operating close to threshold by modifying the bubble phase velocity through variation of plasma density gradients. We have demonstrated the use of this model to control the location, length, and charge of self-injected electron bunches in excellent agreement with PIC simulations. Ultrashort bunches may be obtained using modest laser intensities in a standard LWFA setup. For example, we find that a plateau plasma density n e ¼ 1.74 × 10 18 cm −3 with a 10% density peak of half-width 50 μm can be used with a laser a 0 ¼ 4 to inject a bunch with rms duration of 260 attoseconds. This should be compared to recently suggested schemes requiring either complex experimental layout [35] or relatively high laser power [33] . Such control of the bunch parameters has particular significance for FELs and attosecond x-ray sources, for which this method may be used to produce the required ultrashort high-current bunches. Simulation data associated with the research published here are available by following the link in Ref. [36] . 
